
Raymond Berry Intermountain Pool Swim Attire Requirements 
All patrons are required to wear proper swim attire.  All swimwear bottoms must have a liner.  All swimwear must be 
clean.  All patrons must be appropriately covered at all times. 

All infants/toddlers that require diapers must wear swimmers diapers and proper swimwear at all times. 

Things that are allowed at the pool include: 

 Any article of clothing that was designed for 
swim use that is chlorine proof and colorfast 

 One-Piece Bathing Suit 
 Two-Piece Bathing Suit 
 Swim Shorts 
 Swim Skirts 
 Swimming Trunks  
 Swim Shirt 
 Full Swim Suit 
 Wet Suit 
 Water Shoes 

Things that are not allowed in the pool area 
including but not limited to: 

 Underwear 
 Sports Bras 
 Cotton Clothing 
 Jeans 
 Gym Shorts, Cut offs 
 Jacket 
 T-Shirts 
 Land Shoes 
 See-through bathing suits when wet 
 Clothing with buttons or zippers 
 Any type of street clothes 

Self-Assessment of swim attire……..it is not allowed if: 
 You would wear your attire to the gym, during land sports or running 
 Your swim trunks have no netting/lining 
 You wear underwear with your swim trunks 
 Your spandex can be used for land sports 
 It is bought in the underwear department 

You will be asked to change or leave if: 
 You are in unacceptable swimwear (street clothes) 
 You have been wearing your swimwear for land exercising immediately prior to pool use 
 You are wearing anything cotton 
 You are not appropriately covered 

Why do I have to wear proper swimwear? 
1. Street clothes (especially cotton) can transport airborne and ultimately water borne contaminants into the pool. 
2. Lycra and Nylon are the best non-absorbent material for swimming and are the best fabrics for proper swim 

attire. 
a. Other absorbent materials (such as cotton) can break down in the water and cause fibers to clog filters. 
b. Any “colored” material (unless specifically made for swimming) can bleed into the pool, effecting water 

chemistry and balance.  This is also a reason for turbidity in pools. 
c. Cotton and similar materials can absorb the chemicals in the water, causing the water to become less 

effective at maintaining the proper chemical balance or may cloud the water. 
 
 

 



 

 
The Burney Water District reserves the right to deny use of the Raymond Berry pool facility for non-approved 
swimwear.  If you are unsure if your swimwear meets our guidelines, please check with facility management. 


